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ABSTRACT 

Ceramic frits from twenty-five vehicle windows were examined by gross observations, 
microscopy, and micro-X-ray fluorescence (XRF) to determine the variability in 
appearance and elemental composition that may be observed within and between these 
materials. Three XRF instruments with different sampling configurations were used to 
acquire elemental data. The discrimination power of various match criteria applied to peak 
intensity ratios was evaluated for each instrument and ranged from 97-100% for these 
samples. Eight blind samples were analyzed for comparison of the elemental data to the 
original set of 25 frit samples, with average error rates ranging from 1-3% depending on 
instrument configuration and match criterion. A recommended approach to the analysis 
of ceramic frit encountered in forensic casework using XRF was produced. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ceramic frit is occasionally encountered during forensic comparisons of glass evidence. 
According to previous research [1] and communication with W. Brigner (Director of 
Manufacturing at Paragon Tempered Glass; personal communication, August 10, 2017), 
frit is a mixture of different types of ground glass and metal oxides that is applied to 
glass surfaces as a liquid using a screen printing process and then baked onto the glass 
during either the tempering process or the shaping process. The mixture of glasses used 
in the frit is tailored to these processing temperatures. The window is then secured to the 
vehicle using adhesive and trim materials. Frit is used to protect the adhesive from 
breakdown caused by UV radiation, to give the glass a better surface for adhesion, and 
for aesthetics. Frit is present on fixed (non-movable) automotive windows, such as 
windshields, rear windows, some side windows, and some top windows. Older vehicle 
windows often used lead-based frits, while newer vehicle windows such as those 
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represented in this study typically use bismuth- or zinc-based frits. Ceramic frit on glass 
is extremely durable and is variable in color, gloss, texture, and visual appearance. 
 
Various forensic examiners have found elemental differences among frit sources and have 
found elemental similarities in replicates of a single frit source (personal 
communications). In a presentation at the American Academy of Forensic Sciences (AAFS), 
Ryland et al. described a study conducted on 75 windshield samples, 57 of which 
contained frit, using two analytical schemes [1]. The first scheme included refractive index 
of the glass, scanning electron microscopy - energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) 
of the frit, and topographical examination of the frit. The second scheme added 
inductively-coupled plasma - atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) of the glass to the 
first scheme. The discrimination power (DP) produced by these schemes was 99.6% and 
99.7%, respectively. The study also contrasted the DP afforded by frit analysis of the 
sample set using the first scheme (99.6%) to that afforded by only refractive index and 
trace elemental analysis of the substrate glass (92.9%), thus demonstrating the improved 
discrimination potential offered by analysis of the glass frit. However, the study did not 
evaluate DP of the analysis of frit separate from an analytical scheme that included 
analysis of the underlying glass, it did not include XRF (a technique that is widely used 
today to analyze glass and frit), it did not evaluate SEM-EDS heterogeneity throughout a 
windshield, it did not evaluate the false inclusion and false exclusion rates for a variety of 
EDS peak intensity ratio discrimination criteria, and it was not published outside of the 
AAFS Proceedings. There are no known published studies regarding the variability within 
and between frit sources. Further, there are no known published approaches to assessing 
the implications of similarities or differences in elemental data between frit samples.  The 
current study fills some of these knowledge gaps through a systematic approach of 
collecting and assessing physical and elemental data from automotive windows with 
applied frit. Analysis was conducted by trace evidence analysts in two state laboratory 
systems and using three different XRF instruments.  

MMATERIALS AND METHODS 

Collection of Ceramic Frit Samples 
Glass fragments with ceramic frit were collected from salvage yards and a replacement 
vehicle window company. Thirty-six frit sources from a total of 33 vehicles were collected. 
Of the 36 frit sources, eight were deemed unsuitable for collecting sufficient data due to 
fragment size, interfering materials, or sample history (fire); 25 were selected for 
examination (research set; Table 1) and three were reserved for a blind testing phase. The 
25 frit sources in the research set originated from 22 vehicles, as two of the ten windshield 
sources in the set had frit present on both glass layers and one vehicle had frit collected 
from two non-windshield windows. The windows of the research set were from 2002-
2016 model year vehicles representing nine different manufacturers and included 12  
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Table 1: Sources of frit research set (001-025) and blind testing set (Blind A – Blind H) 

SSample 
IID  

VVehicle 
YYear  

MMake Model Location  
DOT #,             

FFactory Location  
Additional 

iinformation 
001 2005 Chevrolet pickup windshield 22, Auburn Hills MI interior ply 
002, 

Blind H 
2016 Toyota Tacoma windshield 177, Toledo OH interior ply 

003, 
Blind G 

2016 Dodge Durango windshield 22, Auburn Hills MI interior ply 

004 2016 Jeep Cherokee windshield 15, Toledo OH 
exterior ply 

of 005 

005 2016 Jeep Cherokee windshield 15, Toledo OH 
interior ply 

of 004 
006 2006 Audi unknown windshield 32, Belgium exterior ply 
007 2013 Hyundai Veloster sunroof unknown  

008 2008 Mazda 3 rear unknown  

009 2007 Pontiac Grand Prix rear unknown  

010 2015 Honda CR-V rear unknown  

011, 
Blind A 

2016 Nissan Sentra rear unknown 
same 

vehicle as 
012 

012 2016 Nissan Sentra side unknown 
same 

vehicle as 
011 

013 2010 Jeep Wrangler side unknown  

014 2008 Toyota Highlander side unknown  

015 2012 Ford Fusion windshield unknown  

016 2015 Ford Focus side unknown  

017, 
Blind D 

2008 Chevrolet Uplander rear unknown  

018 2010 Honda Civic rear unknown  

019 2007 Honda Accord rear unknown  

020 2012 Nissan Altima rear unknown  

021 2002 Chrysler unknown windshield 46, Mexico interior ply 

022 unknown BMW unknown windshield 682, England 
exterior ply 

of 023 
023, 

Blind C 
unknown BMW unknown windshield 682, England 

interior ply 
of 022 

024 unknown unknown unknown windshield 904, Creighton PA interior ply 
025 unknown Chrysler unknown windshield 904, Creighton PA interior ply 

Blind B 2016 Toyota Corolla rear unknown  
Blind E 2011 GMC Acadia rear unknown  
Blind F 2015 Lincoln Navigator windshield unknown interior ply 
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windshield panes, eight rear windows, four side windows, and one sunroof. The 
windows of the blind testing set included one untested windshield pane and two 
untested rear windows from 2011-2016 model year vehicles, each from a different 
manufacturer, and five windows from the research set. 

Physical Examination (Gross and Stereomicroscopical) 
The bug (manufacturer information printed in ceramic frit; see Figure 1) from the window 
was recorded when present. The gross appearance of the frit, including relative gloss level 
and dot pattern, was noted.  

A stereomicroscope (Leica MZ8) with an attached camera (Leica DMC295) was used to 
observe the microscopic detail of the frit samples, including the color, pattern/texture, 
and general appearance and distribution of visible particles. Photomicrographs were 
obtained using various magnifications and lighting conditions. 

 
Figure 1: Bug on windshield 

XRF 
When baked on, frit cannot be readily separated from the underlying glass. Full-thickness 
glass samples with applied frit were mounted frit side up on carbon tape on a plastic 
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substrate or on inert adhesive applied to mylar stretched over a sample cup frame. 
Surfaces for analysis were swabbed with methanol. XRF analysis was conducted using 
three configurations and instrumental conditions: 

Instrument A: EDAX Eagle III XRF with 100-um monocapillary optics and SiLi detector; 
50 kV, 700 μA, 2000 live sec, 35 μsec AmpTm 

Instrument B: EDAX Orbis with 1-mm aperture and silicon drift detector (SDD); 50 kV, 
700 μA, 500 live sec, 3.2 μsec AmpTm 

Instrument C: Bruker M4 Tornado with polycapillary optics (170 μm spot size) and two 
SDDs; 50 kV, 300 μA, 250 live sec  

Using Instrument A, 24 replicates were collected from the frit around the periphery of six 
windshields (Samples 001-006) to evaluate the heterogeneity within the frit of a single 
window. Twelve or 18 replicates (depending on fragment size, instrument configuration, 
and phase of research) were collected from 4-6 fragments of the remaining research set 
samples by Instrument A and of all the research set samples by Instruments B and C. 

Data Evaluation 
Instrument C was not available for the earlier portions of the research, so the initial 
evaluations of frit heterogeneity and of individual elements for the selection of element 
ratios were conducted using only Instruments A and B. These calculations were later 
performed using the data from Instrument C. Discrimination power calculations, error rate 
calculations, and blind testing were conducted using each of the three instruments. 

Signal-to-noise (S/N), mean, standard deviation (s), and relative standard deviation (RSD) 
of individual element peak intensity data were obtained from 24 replicates from each of 
six frit sources using Instrument A. Signal-to-noise calculations were conducted using 
the instrument data corresponding to the energy ranges displayed in Table 2, using the 
method described for XRF analysis of glass [2]. Energy ranges were optimized for the 
elements and peak widths present in the six frit sources. The spectra of the replicates for 
each frit source were inspected. Various elemental peak ratios were evaluated for semi-
quantitative analysis and comparison, as explained later in the text.  

Mean, standard deviation, RSD, minimum-maximum range, +/-2s range, and +/-3s 
range5 of the selected peak ratios were calculated for each frit source and instrument,  

 
5 Minimum-maximum range: Minimum value through maximum value of a data set.  
  +/-2s range: Two standard deviations below through two standard deviations above 
the mean of a data set.  
  +/-3s range: Three standard deviations below through three standard deviations 
above the mean of a data set. 
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Table 2: Energy ranges (keV) used to calculate S/N for peaks in frit spectra 

  PPrre--ppeak  PPeeak  PPoost--ppeak  
SSi  1.55-1.60 1.64-1.87 1.96-2.00 
KK  3.19-3.22 3.25-3.40 3.41-3.44 
CCa  3.48-3.53 3.59-3.79 3.85-3.90 
TTi  4.22-4.31 4.36-4.66 4.71-4.80 
CCr  5.11-5.21 5.26-5.66 5.61-5.71 
MMn  5.60-5.70 5.72-5.91 5.93-6.03 
FFe  6.11-6.21 6.23-6.43 6.46-6.56 
NNi  7.20-7.27 7.32-7.62 7.67-7.74 
CCu  7.74-7.84 7.89-8.19 8.24-8.34 
ZZn  8.33-8.43 8.48-8.78 9.07-9.17 
BBi  10.42-10.52 10.62-11.02 11.12-11.22 
SSr  13.79-13.89 13.94-14.34 14.39-14.49 
ZZr  15.39-15.49 15.54-15.94 15.99-16.09 
NNb  16.21-16.31 16.36-16.76 16.81-16.91 

using 12 replicates from Instruments A and B and nine replicates from Instrument C. Four 
match criteria for comparing samples were evaluated for each of the configurations: 
comparison of minimum to maximum ranges, comparison of +/-2s ranges, comparison 
of +/-3s ranges, and comparison of +/-3s range of one sample to the mean of the other 
sample (hereafter referred to as min-max, 2s, 3s, and 3s-to-mean, respectively). Min-
max and 3s-to-mean are match criteria suggested for glass analysis in ASTM Test Method 
E2926 [3], where the low number of replicates from questioned samples (as low as three 
replicates) would not be expected to produce reliable statistical measures such as 
standard deviation. Because 2s and 3s are not suitable for comparing data sets involving 
low numbers of replicates, they were only applied in this study for data sets involving at 
least nine replicates of each data set. Random match6 rates were calculated based on the 
random matches (i.e., false inclusions) that occurred.  

Spectral overlay comparisons of the 24 frit sources were conducted using data from each 
instrument. Spectral overlay is a recognized method for comparing X-ray spectral data in 
which the presence or absence of peaks, peak shapes, and relative intensities are all 

 
6 The term “random match” was used rather than “false inclusion” in this paper for the 
following reasons: 1) with class evidence, items with indistinguishable properties are 
appropriately placed in the same category, so the term “false inclusion” can carry 
misleading connotations or be interpreted inaccurately; 2) an inclusion is a conclusion 
that is reached when all the comparative testing is complete, whereas this study involves 
only a subset of the analytical scheme that would be conducted on this type of evidence. 
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considered in the evaluation as to whether exclusionary differences exist between 
comparison samples [2-9].  

By splitting the data collected from each frit source into sets of nine and three replicates 
(to simulate the various number of replicates that may be collected from known and 
questioned frit sources), false exclusion rates based on same-source comparisons were 
assessed on simulated nine known versus three questioned (9K3Q) replicate comparisons 
and on nine known versus nine questioned (9K9Q) replicate comparisons. In order to best 
simulate how casework sampling is typically conducted, the data representing the known 
source were collected from multiple fragments, and the data representing the questioned 
source were collected from a single fragment. Min-max and 3s-to-mean were evaluated 
for 9K3Q and 9K9Q; 2s and 3s were also evaluated for 9K9Q. 

Not all frit sources allowed for the desired number of replicates from the fragments due 
to fragment size and instrument configuration; therefore, the numbers of comparisons 
were not equal for each instrument.  

Total error rates were calculated by combining the random matches of different-source 
comparison pairs and the false exclusions of same-source comparison pairs. 

Discrimination Power and Error Calculations 
Eleven element ratios were initially assessed for their potential use to conduct DP 
calculations. Six element ratios were selected (Cr/Bi, Cu/Bi, Si/Cr, Zr/Bi, Zn/Bi, Fe/Cu) for 
individual and combined DP evaluation based on the presence and intensities of the 
elements observed among the frit sources and on the RSDs of the element ratios. These 
ratios had RSDs under 10% in 80% of the evaluated frit samples for Instrument A, in 92% 
for Instrument B, and in 89% for Instrument C.  

The DP of each of the six selected elemental peak ratios was evaluated independently, 
and then the DP of the combination of the six ratios was evaluated. These calculations 
were conducted for each of the four match criteria and for each of the instruments. DP 
was also calculated for spectral overlay using the data from Instrument C. The total 
number of comparison pairs possible from a population of 25 samples is 300, calculated 
with the formula  

Comparison pairs =  , 

where n is the number of samples. The random match rate, DP, and the false exclusion 
rate were calculated as follows: 

For different-source pairs: 

Random match rate = % of pairs undiscriminated = 100% x (undiscriminated pairs / n) 

DP = % of pairs discriminated = 100% - Random match rate 
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For same-source pairs: 

False exclusion rate = % of pairs discriminated = 100% x (discriminated pairs / n) 

Blind Testing 
After evaluation of the match criteria and development of analytical and comparison 
schemes for the instruments, eight blind samples (see Table 1) each consisting of a single 
glass fragment with frit were provided sequentially to three of the researchers for 
elemental analysis. No comparisons of physical characteristics were conducted.  Each 
researcher used a different instrument for the blind testing phase. Each participant was 
asked to compare each blind sample to the total set of 25 research set samples to 
determine false inclusion and false exclusion error rates. Five of the fragments were from 
the research set and three had not been analyzed. It was unknown to two of the three 
analysts if any of the eight had been previously analyzed; the third analyst was the one 
that had reserved the three previously unanalyzed samples and selected the five other 
samples from the research set. Two of the samples from the research set were 
intentionally chosen based on spectral similarities to other frits in the research set; the 
other three were selected to result in an equal number of windshield and non-windshield 
frit sources in the blind test set, without considering spectral features.  Although it was 
not ideal that the third researcher was aware of the existence or number of previously 
unanalyzed samples among the blind samples, because the comparisons involved no 
subjective comparisons, this consideration was mitigated. 

The data from the blind samples were compared to the research set using min-max, 2s, 
and 3s. The total error rate for the blind test results was calculated using the random 
match rate and false exclusion rate for these samples: 

Total error rate = (number of random matches + number of false exclusions) / total 
number of comparisons 

RRESULTS 

Physical Examination (Gross and Stereomicroscopical) 
The nine windshields collected from the replacement vehicle window company had 
complete bugs present. Because two of these windshields had frit on both panes, there 
were eleven frit sources from known glass manufacturing plants. Seven glass 
manufacturing plants from North America and Europe were represented among these 11 
frit sources.  

Seven of the 11 windshield panes with frit had a combination of solid frit near the 
periphery and a series of dots at the interior edge of the frit around the entire periphery. 
Two of the windshield panes had interior frit edges that were straight lines around the 
sides and bottom but had dots at the interior frit edge of the top. These dots varied in 
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patterns and sizes, sometimes even within a pane. Two of the windshield panes had 
interior frit edges that were straight lines around the periphery of the entire window; both 
were from the interior layer of glass of the windshields that had frit on both glass layers. 
One windshield pane had a frit design that included a silhouette of a vehicle climbing a 
rock. See Figure 2 for examples of frit edge patterns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Examples of frit edge appearances 
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Gross and stereomicroscopical examination of the frits demonstrated that there was 
general consistency of color, gloss, texture, and particle size and distribution within the 
frit on a given vehicle window. Comparison of these features between the frit sources 
showed variety: colors ranged from gray to black; gloss levels ranged from matte to high 
gloss; observed textures included smooth, many particles protruding, and patterns of 
lines or diamonds; observed particles within the frit varied in size and relative 
concentrations. Figure 3 shows photomicrographs of frits that demonstrate some of the 
variety of microscopic features. On many of the glass fragments with frit, there were at 
least two colors and/or gloss levels that were observed. It was evident from examination 
of the complete windshields that the multiple colors and gloss were due to the adhesive 
and possibly a primer for the adhesive. In some of these areas, there was an obvious layer 
of material, while others simply differed in color and/or gloss. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Stereomicroscopical appearance of two frit samples 

XRF 
The spectra and the quantitative data of multiple sampling locations of a single frit source 
showed high reproducibility for most elements. Elements present in many of the frits 
included Si, K, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Bi, Sr, Zr, and Nb. Using these 14 elements 
from Samples 001-006 gave 84 peaks for evaluation of heterogeneity of the frit sources. 
Of these 84 peaks, 69 had S/N greater than 10. From a spectral profile perspective, the 
replicates overlaid closely with slight variations in some relative peak heights (see Figure 
4). Of the 69 peaks with S/N greater than 10, 60 had RSD under 10%.  

Seven peaks (SiKα, CrKα, FeKα, CuKα, ZnKα, BiLα, ZrKα) had S/N greater than 10 and 
RSD under 10% in most of the research set, indicating that these can be useful peaks for 
conducting intensity ratio comparisons of frit samples; all of the selected intensity ratios 
were comprised of these peaks. Instrument B produced somewhat better overall RSDs than 
Instruments A and C, which may be attributed to the increased sampling area by a 1-mm 
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aperture, thus averaging out micro-heterogeneity. Instruments A and C produced 
generally similar RSDs to one another.  

Because of the thickness and elemental density of the frit, depending on the region of the 
spectrum, there was moderate to no apparent contribution of the elemental content of 
the underlying glass to the frit. There was moderate correlation (R2 value of 0.7767) of 
the intensity of the SrKα peak of the underlying glass to that of the frit, indicating some 
apparent contribution of SrKα from the underlying glass to the frit spectrum. The frit 
spectrum SrKα peak intensity was, on average, less than half the underlying glass SrKα 
intensity (ranging from 0.24 to 0.94), suggesting that Sr was likely present in at least 
some of the frit samples, since it is unlikely that up to 94% of the intensity of the SrKα 
peak from the glass would be produced with the presence of the dense frit on its surface. 
Compared to peaks attributed to frit with relatively close energies to SrKα (e.g., BiLβ near 
13 keV), SrKα was a small peak (see Figures 4, 5, 7, 8, 9). Based on the elemental 
compositions of typical automotive glass and the escape depths of X-rays in dense 
materials, meaningful contribution of peak intensity to the frit spectrum from elements 
in the underlying glass is not expected for peaks lower in energy than the SrKα peak. 

 
Figure 4: Twelve replicates of one frit sample, normalized to BiLα (Instrument C) 

Because the ZrKα peak was highly variable in the frit samples and was more intense in 27 
of the 28 frit samples than the underlying glass (average of 4.6 times as intense; ranging 
from 0.91 to 13.5), it was not possible to assess the degree of contribution of ZrKα from 
the underlying glass to the frit spectra. However, based on the lack of correlation (R2 value 
of 0.0574) of the intensity of the ZrKα peak of the underlying glass to that of the frit, the 
increased intensity of the ZrKα peak in the frit compared to that of the underlying glass, 
and the indications of only moderate contribution of the relatively close in energy SrKα 
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peak from the underlying glass to the frit spectrum, it is probable that the intensity of the 
ZrKα peak is primarily from Zr within the frit. 

Spectral comparisons of the frit sources displayed a large degree of variability in relative 
peak heights (see Figure 5), which allowed for discrimination based on intensity ratio 
comparisons. DP of the individual ratios ranged from 59% (Instrument A, Si/Cr, 3s) to 98% 
(Instrument C, Zn/Bi, 3s-to-mean). Figure 6 shows the Zn/Bi 2s range for 21 of the 
samples from Instrument B; the ranges of the other four samples were off scale. By 
compiling the DPs of the match criteria from the three instruments, it was observed that 
the match criteria order with respect to DP was (3s-to-mean and min-max) > 2s > 3s 
(see Table 3).  

DPs calculated from the combination of the six chosen element ratios ranged from 97% 
(Instrument A, 3s) to 100% (Instrument B, min-max and 3s-to-mean; see Table 4). 

 
Figure 5: One spectrum each from six different frit samples, normalized to BiLα (Instrument C) 
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SSample  --22s  ++2s  
024 0.002 0.003 

025 0.007 0.008 
015 0.016 0.019 
002 0.036 0.039 
003 0.047 0.051 
010 0.079 0.083 
009 0.118 0.149 
017 0.129 0.181 
007 0.146 0.163 
018 0.146 0.155 
016 0.149 0.157 
008 0.173 0.180 
023 0.212 0.223 
022 0.214 0.221 
004 0.252 0.265 
021 0.392 0.410 
006 0.397 0.406 
019 0.522 0.525 
013 0.657 0.710 
005 0.672 0.700 
001 0.818 0.829 
011 1.175 1.308 
012 2.496 2.614 
020 17.698 18.194 
014 1555.898 1963.113 

Figure 6: Zn/Bi 2s range of 21 frit samples, Instrument B, sorted by -2s value (four ranges not 
shown in graph; 14 out of 300 pairs undiscriminated) 

Random match rates, therefore, ranged from 0-3%. When all the random matches from 
the combination of the six element ratios were compiled by instrument, the random match 
rates were 1.8%, 0.6%, and 0.8% for Instruments A, B, and C, respectively. All of the random 
matches generated from applying the described match criteria to the data from the three 
instruments originated from a group of five frits (Samples 007, 009, 016, 017, 018), which 
were from three rear windows, one side window, and one sunroof. As Table 4 
demonstrates, the actual number of random matches among this group varied from zero 
to ten, depending on instrument and match criterion. Figure 7 displays spectra from this 

0.000 0.100 0.200 0.300 0.400 0.500 0.600 0.700 0.800 0.900

Instrument B, Zn/Bi, 2s
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group of five frits. The physical characteristics of these five samples were compared; only 
one pair remained undiscriminated (Samples 007, 009). Therefore, the combination of 
semi-quantitative peak intensity ratio comparisons and examinations of physical 
characteristics resulted in a DP range of 99.7-100% for these 25 samples. 

Table 3: Discrimination power of individual element intensity ratios; green text: highest DP 

   CCr/Bi  CCu/Bi  ZZr/Bi  ZZn/Bi  FFe/Cu  SSi/Cr  AAvverage  

IInst A  

mmin--mmax  83% 89% 86% 92% 80% 74% 84% 

33s--tto--
mmean  

84% 91% 85% 93% 83% 75% 85% 

22s  81% 88% 81% 91% 77% 65% 81% 
33s  76% 85% 69% 88% 67% 59% 74% 

IInst B  

mmin--mmax  88% 93% 93% 97% 79% 79% 88% 

33s--tto--
mmean  

89% 94% 95% 96% 84% 80% 90% 

22s  85% 92% 93% 95% 77% 69% 85% 
33s  82% 91% 89% 95% 70% 62% 82% 

IInst C  

mmin--mmax  88% 94% 85% 97% 87% 87% 90% 

33s--tto--
mmean  

88% 93% 86% 98% 87% 84% 89% 

22s  85% 92% 84% 97% 83% 81% 87% 
33s  82% 89% 83% 96% 77% 73% 83% 

AAvg 

min--max  86% 92% 88% 95% 82% 80% 87% 

3s--to--
mean  

87% 93% 89% 96% 85% 80% 88% 

2s  84% 91% 86% 94% 79% 72% 84% 
3s  80% 88% 80% 93% 71% 65% 80% 

Spectral overlay evaluation of the frit spectra resulted in ten undiscriminated pairs (96.7% 
DP) for each of Instruments A and B and eight undiscriminated pairs (97.3% DP) for 
Instrument C (see Table 4). The ten undiscriminated pairs from Instruments A and B data 
resulted from three sets: Set 1 consisted of five frit samples (seven undiscriminated pairs 
among Samples 007, 009, 016, 017, 018); Set 2 consisted of two frit samples (Samples 
005, 013); Set 3 consisted of three frit samples (two undiscriminated pairs among Samples 
015, 024, 025). Instrument C further discriminated sample pairs 015, 025 and 007, 017. 
Figures 8 and 9 display Sets 2 and 3 from Instrument C. Although the two individual 
spectra displayed in Figure 8 appear readily discriminated by spectral overlay, the 
variability observed among replicates of both samples reduces the apparent differences. 
Therefore, while the observed differences may indicate a source difference, it did not rise 
to the level of an exclusionary difference given the variability in each source. This example 
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demonstrates both the subjectivity and robustness of spectral overlay comparisons; even 
when not discriminating pairs such as this one, the DP of the overall process was >96%.  

Table 4: Undiscriminated pairs (random matches) and combined discrimination power of 
instruments by selected match criteria (300 pairwise comparisons each) 

   ZZn/Bi  ++ Zr/Bi  ++ Cu/Bi  ++ Fe/Cu  ++ Si/Cr  ++ Cr/Bi  FFinal DP  

IInst A  

mmin--mmax  23 10 7 3 3 3 99.0% 
33s--tto--mmean**  22 11 7.5 4 4 4 98.7% 

22s  26 13 11 7 7 5 98.3% 
33s  36 17 11 10 10 9 97.0% 

sspectral 
ooverlay  

10 undiscriminated pairs 96.7% 

IInst B  

mmin--mmax  10 4 2 1 0 0 100.0% 
33s--tto--mmean**  12 3 1.5 1 0 0 100.0% 

22s  14 5 3 2 2 2 99.3% 
33s  14 8 6 5 5 5 98.3% 

sspectral 
ooverlay  

10 undiscriminated pairs 96.7% 

IInst C  

mmin--mmax  8 3 3 2 1 1 99.7% 
33s--tto--mmean**  7 2 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 99.8% 

22s  9 4 3 2 2 2 99.3% 
33s  13 10 7 6 6 6 98.0% 

sspectral 
ooverlay  

8 undiscriminated pairs 97.3% 

* - a pair discriminated when one sample is treated as K (3s) but undiscriminated when that 
sample is treated as Q (mean) is given a value of 0.5 

The frit samples in Set 1 were the same five samples that produced the random matches 
when using semi-quantitative ratio intensity comparisons. Samples 005 and 013 (Set 2) 
were discriminated by 3s in four element intensity ratios (Zr/Bi, Cr/Bi, Cu/Bi, and Si/Cr), 
but the differences were relatively small. Samples 024 and 025 (Set 3) were discriminated 
by 3s in one element intensity ratio (Zn/Bi); these two samples had the lowest Zn peak 
intensities within the research set. The physical characteristics of all undiscriminated pairs 
from spectral overlay were compared. Each pair was discriminated by physical 
characteristics, resulting in a DP of 100% for the combination of spectral overlay and 
physical characteristics. 
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Figure 7: Spectra of five frits from which the random matches originated, normalized to BiLα 
(Instrument C) 

 

 
Figure 8: Spectra of two frits of Set 2 that were undiscriminated by spectral overlay, normalized to 
BiLα (Instrument C) 
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Figure 9: Spectra of two frits of Set 3 that were undiscriminated by spectral overlay, normalized to 
BiLα (Instrument C) 

False exclusion rates of same-source comparisons were calculated based on the 
instruments, the sampling strategies, and the match criteria (see Table 5). The rates were 
3.2%, 9.5%, and 2.0% for Instruments A, B, and C, respectively. It should be noted that 
there were many fewer same-source comparisons, including zero 9K9Q comparisons, 
conducted with Instrument B data due to the sampling limitations of small fragments 
using a 1-mm aperture and a replaced X-ray source prior to completion of this phase of 
research. The overall false exclusion rates were 5.4% for 9K3Q comparisons and 1.3% for 
9K9Q comparisons. The false exclusion rates for the 9K3Q set ranged from 0.3% 
(Instrument C, 3s-to-mean) to 11.3% (Instrument B, min-max). For the 9K9Q set, they  

Table 5: False exclusion rates of instruments by select match criteria 

  IInst A  IInst B  IInst C  CCombined  

99K3Q min--mmax  9.7% 11.3% 5.6% 8.2% 

99K3Q 3s--tto--mmean  2.6% 7.7% 0.3% 2.5% 

99K9Q min--mmax  3.7% n/a 2.3% 2.9% 

99K9Q 3s--tto--mmean  2.8% n/a 0.0% 1.3% 

99K9Q 2s  0.9% n/a 0.0% 0.4% 

99K9Q 3s  0.9% n/a 0.0% 0.4% 

CCombined  3.2% 9.5% 2.0% 3.3% 
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ranged from 0% (Instrument C, 2s, 3s, and 3s-to-mean) to 3.7% (Instrument A, min-
max). Finally, the overall false exclusion rate across all instruments, sampling strategies, 
and match criteria was 3.3%. 

Blind Testing 
Based on the results of the sampling strategies, it was decided to collect nine replicates 
of each blind sample to conduct 9K9Q comparisons. The match criteria that were 
evaluated for blind tests included min-max, 2s, and 3s (see Table 6). Because nine 
replicates provide sufficient data for standard statistical comparisons, 3s-to-mean was 
not evaluated. 

Table 6: Total error rates of blind tests 

  IInst A  IInst B  IInst C  AAverage  
mmin--mmax  2.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.3% 

22s  2.5% 1.0% 1.5% 1.7% 
33s  3.0% 1.0% 2.0% 2.0% 

AAverage  2.5% 1.0% 1.5% 1.7% 

As expected, 3s resulted in the highest number of true inclusions as well as the highest 
number of random matches, since this criterion provided the widest comparison ranges 
for each element ratio. Alternatively, min-max resulted in the highest numbers of true 
exclusions and false exclusions, as the comparison ranges were the narrowest with this 
criterion. Out of 200 comparisons for each instrument, min-max resulted in a combined 
1.3% error rate, 2s resulted in a 1.7% error rate, and 3s resulted in a 2.0% error rate. 
Notably, 3s resulted in zero false exclusions out of the combined 15 comparisons across 
the three instruments in which the source of a blind sample was in the research set. 2s 
resulted in two such false exclusions, and min-max resulted in five such false exclusions. 
Average error rates achieved for each instrument were 2.5% for Instrument A, 1.0% for 
instrument B, and 1.5% for Instrument C. 

DDISCUSSION 

While the initial intent of the study was not to assess the discrimination power of gross 
and microscopic appearances of frit, obvious and subtle differences were observed among 
the frits. Therefore, assessment and comparison of the gross and microscopic 
characteristics of frit involved in casework is warranted and potentially meaningful. If 
possible, the gross appearance of the frit around the periphery of the entire window 
should be examined in order to understand the potential appearance of frit on any 
fragment originating from that window, since differences may exist within a single window 
in the general color, gloss, or interior edge patterns (e.g., straight line, various-sized 
circles). If the window is unavailable, it is important to examine all known fragments with 
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ceramic frit in order to best characterize the gross appearance of the frit. Differences 
between samples in microscopic characteristics, such as color, texture, and distribution 
and size of particles, may indicate a difference in frit sources. However, if the known 
sample is incompletely characterized or not representative of the area from which the 
questioned fragments may have originated, these differences may not be considered 
exclusionary differences, as these differences could be due to factors such as random 
defects, intentional design or adhesives. 

With respect to elemental content, each of the frits was fairly homogeneous. In 
comparison to other materials that are often analyzed by XRF, the frits were slightly less 
homogeneous than glass and metal alloys but considerably more homogeneous than 
many paint samples. The increased heterogeneity compared to glass suggests that semi-
quantitative element ratio comparisons may not be as suitable for frit as they are for glass, 
particularly for the situation involving multiple replicates of frit from a single fragment.  

Despite the elemental heterogeneity, DPs when comparing frit sources using several 
element ratios were high (>97%), regardless of which match criteria were applied. These 
were achieved when data collected from several fragments per source from various 
locations around a window were combined and then compared to the other frit sources, 
which would typically provide the widest element ratio ranges and result in the greatest 
number of random matches. Therefore, the DPs demonstrate that there is high elemental 
variability among frit sources. For questioned samples of frit from single glass fragments 
or from multiple glass fragments from a small region of a window, these figures are not 
directly applicable. No DP evaluations were conducted involving replicates from single 
fragments, only false exclusion evaluations. However, because element ratio ranges are 
generally narrower when replicates are collected from a single fragment rather than from 
multiple fragments from various locations of the window, there would be fewer expected 
random matches, but at the expense of the potential of additional false exclusions. That 
potential appears to be minimal for all 9K9Q comparisons and for 9K3Q 3s-to-mean 
comparisons, as indicated in Table 5.  

All windshield frit samples in this study were discriminated from all other frit samples 
using any of the tested match criteria. There was less variation among the non-windshield 
glasses, as demonstrated by the group of five frit samples that were not as easily 
discriminated by peak intensity ratios. Two of the previously untested blind samples 
would also have been included in this group. Therefore, out of the 15 non-windshield 
sources within the original test set and the blind test set, seven had fairly similar elemental 
content, and eight were discriminated from all other frits using any of the match criteria.  

When adding physical characteristics to the comparison scheme, keeping in mind the 
previously discussed cautions, only one out of 300 comparison pairs remained 
undiscriminated (99.7% DP) using the least discriminating match criterion and instrument 
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configuration and parameters, demonstrating that there is great variety in frit samples 
when considering elemental composition and appearance. The implications from this 
include an ability to conclusively differentiate samples when the elemental compositions 
of the frits differ and added support of an association when all measured properties of 
the glass and frit correspond between the known and questioned samples. This study did 
not address the DP of the combination of elemental analysis and refractive index 
measurements of the underlying glass of the research set. Previous research has shown 
that the DP of this combination on full-thickness glass samples is at least 99.8% [6]. 
Although the glass and the frit are different materials, it cannot be assumed that they are 
independent from one another. Glass produced at a factory during a short period of time 
(e.g., days or weeks) is often indistinguishable when analyzed by XRF [5], and when this 
glass is used to make many windows intended for a single purpose (e.g., windshields of 
a particular vehicle model), the thermal history and frit application would also be expected 
to be the same for these windows. Therefore, there would be correlation between the 
glass and the frit for these windows. However, for unrelated windows (e.g., windows 
produced at different factories) that are indistinguishable by XRF analysis and refractive 
index measurements, frit analysis may provide discrimination.  

For conducting same-source comparisons, the typical methodology of characterizing the 
known frit using several fragments for comparison to replicates collected from a single 
questioned fragment was employed. As expected, for any given criterion, 9K9Q 
comparisons resulted in a lower rate of false exclusions than 9K3Q comparisons.  

The high DP and low error rates of frit comparisons using the techniques described in this 
paper are noteworthy. In an analytical scheme for glass fragments that contain frit, it is 
evident that the frit should not be ignored. Semi-quantitative intensity ratio comparisons 
of frit samples can provide high discrimination under ideal conditions. However, it is 
important to not be overly discriminating for a material that shows some heterogeneity 
within an object (e.g., frit on an automotive window), especially because casework samples 
are often not ideal. Intensity ratio comparisons could, therefore, result in detection of 
minor differences in intensity ratios that are due to intra-sample heterogeneity rather 
than due to source differences, which could then lead to false exclusions. 

Because the rest of the analytical scheme for glass (including elemental analysis and 
refractive index measurements) is highly discriminating, it is suggested that the 
comparison method of frit prioritizes eliminating false exclusions. This strategy would 
result in more frit samples that are deemed indistinguishable, allowing the rest of the 
analytical scheme to sort out any that are generally close in elemental content of the frit 
but potentially from different actual sources.  

The match criterion that provided the lowest rate of false exclusions for the blind sample 
comparisons was 3s (considering both the 9K3Q and 9K9Q strategies). As described 
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earlier, this method compares the +/-3s range of each of the calculated intensity ratios 
from the questioned sample to the respective +/-3s range from the known sample. When 
comparing data from nine replicates of known and nine replicates of questioned frit (9K9Q 
sampling strategy), 3s resulted in just one false exclusion out of 255 same-source 
comparisons (0.4%). This exclusion resulted from Instrument A data and was based on a 
slight difference at 3s in the Si/Cr ratio (0.211-0.225 versus 0.227-0.244). 

An alternate comparative method, spectral overlay, performed well in discriminating the 
known frit samples. Spectral overlay in conjunction with examination of physical 
characteristics of the frit samples differentiated each of the frit samples within the 
research set. While spectral overlay is more subjective than criteria that use element 
intensity ratios, it is a recognized method for comparing X-ray spectral data, it is typically 
the initial method for comparing XRF data from casework samples, it readily discriminates 
frit samples with gross and moderate differences in elemental content, and it allows for 
the evaluation of the entirety of the spectrum rather than a select number of elements. 
Based on these advantages and on the strategy of avoiding false exclusions, we 
recommend spectral overlay as the method forensic examiners should typically employ 
for comparing frit samples. 

CCONCLUSIONS 

For casework application, the following are recommendations for conducting a 
comparison of samples of frit on glass fragments.  

Compare the gross and microscopic characteristics of each sample. 
Collect XRF spectral data from each sample, taking care to avoid potential adhesive 
or other non-frit materials. Use instrument parameters comparable to laboratory 
procedures used for detailed comparisons of glass samples. In order to adequately 
characterize the known frit sample, a total of at least nine replicates from various 
fragments is recommended. At least three replicates from non-overlapping 
sample areas of the frit on a questioned fragment is recommended. Fewer false 
exclusions may result if nine replicates are collected from non-overlapping areas 
of the questioned sample. 
Conduct spectral overlay comparisons of the frit samples by comparing detected 
elements, the variations in peak intensities of an element among replicates, and 
the relative intensities of the peaks. Spectral differences in detected elements 
and/or relative peak intensities provide support for the conclusion that the frit 
samples (and therefore the glass samples) originated from different sources; the 
larger the differences, the stronger the support for a source difference.  Due to 
regional elemental heterogeneity within a window in some frit samples, caution is 
urged when comparing individual fragments to a potentially non-representative 
control sample. When spectral variability between the compared frits is within the 
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variation observed among spectra from a single source, the frit samples are not 
distinguished, and this result can be used in the overall comparative scheme to 
provide support for and add weight to the conclusion of an association between 
the glass samples. 
Statistical approaches can provide support for conclusions regarding potential 
relationships between the samples, and they can provide information in 
determining the weight given to spectral differences. If used, a wide match 
criterion such as 3s (if at least nine replicates were collected from each sample) or 
3s-to-mean (if fewer than nine replicates were collected from the questioned 
sample) is recommended in order to limit the number of false exclusions. Due to 
regional elemental heterogeneity within a window in some frit samples, caution is 
urged if statistical approaches involving comparisons of individual fragments are 
applied.  

This study demonstrates that the physical properties and elemental composition of frit 
are highly variable among frit samples but are relatively uniform within the frit on an 
automotive window. By following the recommended procedures, there is added support 
for the conclusion of an association of known and questioned glass samples when frit on 
those glass samples is undiscriminated by these methods, and there is added support of 
differentiated sources when the frit is discriminated by these methods.  
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